The objections that have been and possibly may be used against diamagnetic polarity, are next considered, and some observations are made on the constitution of the magnetic field. The relation of our present knowledge of diamagnetic action to the theory of Weber, and to Ampere's hypothesis of molecular currents is stated; and in conclusion, the author dwells briefly upon those points of diamag netic action wherein the views of M. Matteucci differ from his own.
The following paper was re a d :-« 0 n Differential Transform ation and the Reversion of Serieses " By J. J. Sylvester, Esq., E .R .S. Received January 25,
1855.
With a view to its publication in the Proceedings of the Society, I take occasion to communicate the result of my investigations, as far as they have yet extended, into the general theory of differential trans formations, containing a complete and general solution of the import ant problem of expanding a given partial differential coefficient of a function in respect of one system of independent variables in terms of the partial differential coefficients thereof, in respect to a second system of independent variables, each respectively given as explicit functions of the first set.
This question may be shown to be exactly coincident with that of the reversion of simultaneous serieses proposed by Jacobi, which may be thus stated: given (ra-fl) quantities, each expressed by rational infinite serieses as functions of n others ; required to express any one of the first set in a rational infinite series in terms of the other n of the same set. This question has only been resolved by Jacobi for a particular case ; the result hereunder given for the trans formation of differential coefficients contains the solution of the gene ral question. My method of investigation is entirely different from that adopted by the great Jacobi, and I hope in a short time to be able to lay it in a complete form before the Society, and probably to add a solution of the still more general question comprising the re version of serieses as a particular case, viz. the question of express- Form the determinant
The required expansion will contain in each term an integer nume rical coefficient, a power of i , one factor of the form and other factors of the form Let the latter class of factors be distinguished into two sets, those where
which I shall call uni-differential factors, and those in which l+m + n7 1, which I shall call pluri-differential factors. First, then, as to the form of the general term abstracting from the numerical coefficient and the uni-differential factors (except of course so far as they enter into J). This will be as follows :-subject to the limitations about to be expressed. -f + 9 + h + ei + e% + e3 > and as the sum of any group of indices l, m, n must be not less than 2, we have f+ g + h + e{ + e2 + ed+p + q + r, not less than 2e1 + 2e2 + 2e3, so that el + e2 + e3 must not exceedf+ g + h + p + q + r; furthermore, p-\-q-\-r must not exceed f + g + h) anc^ finally, u) ~f + g + A + e\ + e 2 H " ^3* 1. We may first take ex + e2-\-giving to E in succession all integer values from f-\-g-{-h to 2f ■\*2g-\-2h, and find all possible so lutions of this equation with permutations between the values of e2, e3. 2. We may then take p-\-q-\-r-s, giving s in succession all in teger values from 1 to f-\-g + h, and find all possible solutions of this equation with permutations between f , g, h.
3. We may then take L + M + N = / + j ' + ^ + E -s, and find all the values of L, M, N, with permutations allowable between the values of L, M, N. and solve in every possible manner these equations, but without ad mitting permutations between the values of % % ...% , or between the values of the members of the other of the third sets taken each se, and subject to the condition that every such sum as rli + rmi + rni must he greater than unity. Every possible system of values of these nine sets will furnish a corresponding pluri-differential part to the general term. Next, as to the uni-differential part, we may form the quantity The result, for greater brevity, has been set out in the above pages for the case of S, a function of three variables, but the reader can have no difficulty in extending the statement to any number. In the case of a single variable, the formula can easily be identified with that given by Burman's law. It is noticeable that the deter minant above written is of the form A p q r-f B^g + Cgr + Dgrgj + + Fg -f-Gr, the part independent of p, q, r being easily seen to van over, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H are all essentially positive, so that D can only vanish (except for P = 0 , 0, g = 0) by virtue of one con dition at least more than the number of the variables.
We may then take

